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Leaf Newsletter 
Apollo Beach Garden Club, Inc.        

2017 
February 2022 - Edition #27 

“Just Keep on Planting”  

                                           Paula Olesen, Club President 
President's Message: 

 

Dear Club Members,  

Our Florida winter is proving 
itself to be independent and 
unpredictable. Warm to a light 
frost for some members I’ve 
heard this last weekend in 
January. The Community 
Forest Garden seems to have 

made it through with only minor issues for some 
plants. The fruits trees got irrigation Saturday 
night, and looked alright to me today (Monday). 
Now our weather will be warm and most 
everything will recover. Remember DO NOT trim 
off damaged plants yet. We may have more cold 
weather and they would only receive more 
damage on new growth. Wait until March for 
trimming.  
      Our January meeting featured Raleigh speaking 
on the history of both our garden club and the 
community forest garden. It was fun to see the 
pictures from our beginning, the open field, and 
how far we have come since 2017. It was 
entertaining and nostalgic for those of us who 
have been with the original group and I know had 
to be very enlightening to newer members. 
Raleigh will be doing an article for the newsletter 
in the near future and a link will be put on the 
website for folks to see the presentation.   
     A subcommittee is researching the best type of 
shade cloth to cover our pad in the garden. We 
expect to have a proposal for a vote by the 
members for the next meeting. 
 

     The Plant Sale on Saturday, March 5th is fast 
approaching. I hope all members will help with 
this event. It is our major fund raiser. Can you let 
us know if you will have plants and what types? All 
must be in great condition, disease free as the 
County Agricultural Inspector will be checking that 
our plants do not have disease. If you are going to 
seek donations from area nurseries, please let me 
know so that it is assigned and they aren’t being 
asked by multiple members. We have two raffles: 
a lovely Desert Rose donated by my friend PG 
Houghton and a painting of our pineapples in the 
canoe was donated by David Smith. Nice specimen 
plants are well received.  
     Join us February 15th for ‘A Buzzing’ great talk 
by Sam Goodwin our resident bee keeper, 
member and bee expert. A fascinating topic. 
      
      Keep growing those cold loving plants and your 
harvests will be bountiful. Save the more tender 
plantings for late February. 
 
      Wishing you all what brings you peace in your 
life and warmth in your heart       Paula 
 
Paula Olesen, President 
813 512-1389  
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Our January speaker was Raleigh Barnes, our 
founder & former club president.  He presented an 
overview of the beginning of the Apollo Beach 
Community Forest Gardens.  At the time, in 2017, 
he was employed as manager of the Apollo Beach 
Hillsborough County Recreation Park Department.  
It was his idea and initial effort that made this 
project grow into a reality.  In the photo below 
shows the mobile home (used for park security 
personnel) being removed off site, making room to 
establish the Community Forest Garden. 

With Raleigh’s hard work and devotion, he 
developed the Apollo Beach Garden Club and the 
garden.  Over the years, club members have 
supported & enjoyed continuing his dream.  The 
Hillsborough County Park’s Department has been 
instrumental in helping to make it a success.  
Present day, it has become a dynamic, diverse 
neighborhood membership.   

 
 
 

 
Sam 

Goodwin 
Our Beekeeper  
 

All About Bees  

This month’s focus is on Laying Workers and 
Varroa Destructor Mite problems.  
 
Laying Worker.  If a queen bee dies, is 
injured, balled by the workers (killed for 
running out of sperm, injury, lack of 
pheromones, etc.), swarms away, and the hive 
doesn’t make a new queen from a recently laid 
egg, an existing worker may start laying eggs 
(laying worker).  Normally a healthy queen emits 
pheromones that spread throughout the hive 
stopping the other females (workers) ovaries from 
developing or laying eggs.  Laying workers were 
never mated and can only lay drone (male) eggs 
dooming the hive; a drone’s only job is to mate a 
queen--he doesn’t collect food, care for brood, or 
perform any hive maintenance.  Queen bees’ 
mate for a few days with multiple drones and 
store and use this sperm for the rest of their life.  
Queens can internally control sperm release and 
can choose to lay worker or drone eggs as needed.  
Drone eggs are laid without sperm contact and are 
an exact genetic copy of the queen.  Worker eggs 
are a result of the queen’s multiple drone 
mattings and all the workers in a hive are half-
sisters.  If a beekeeper notices the hive has 
excessive drone brood (or all drone brood) a 
laying worker is probably the cause or a poorly 
mated queen.  There are several fixes, one is to 
find and remove the laying worker and drone 
brood and give the hive some eggs from another 
hive so they can take a recently laid egg and make 
a new queen.  Two, if you can’t find the laying 
worker, take the hive 50 yards away or so and 
shake all the bees out of the hive.  Put the hive 
back in its original location, remove the drone 
brood and add a frame of eggs from another hive.  
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The laying worker and nurse bees can’t fly or be 
able to find their way back; however, the field 
bees will fly back.  Three, if the hive is deemed 
too weak, remove the laying worker and drone 
brood, and properly combine the workers into 
another hive.  Four, and not last, if the hive is too 
far gone you may have to write off the hive, break 
it down and restart it with a split, package or Nuc.   
 
Varroa Destructor Mite.   Treating hives for pest is 
a necessary and regular beekeeping activity.  
There are many bee pests, but mites are the 
beekeeper’s biggest problem.  You must test 
regularly for and treat mites once they exceed the 
threshold (I treat at 3%).  If you can see mites, 
your hive is probably doomed.  If you use a 
screened bottom board, you can monitor the 
white tray for mites (inaccurate), use a sugar roll 
test (somewhat accurate), or an alcohol wash test 
(accurate).  Mites are visible to the naked eye but 
very difficult to see on bees. They can be spotted 
on a white tray below a screened bottom board, 
white or light-colored tub or glass jar.  A sugar roll 
test is placing 300 bees (1/2 cup) in a screened 
topped jar, adding powdered sugar, and 
aggressively shaking the jar several times.  The 
theory is the bees will dislodge the mites by 
grooming.  Shake the jar screened side down into 
a white dish-tub and damped the powdered sugar 
and count the mites.  Most of the bees will survive 
this test.  The alcohol wash test is similar 
except you use alcohol instead of sugar and 
all the bees and mites will die (300 bees 
won’t impact the hive).  Most of the dying 
mites release their hold on the bees and fall 
off.   I’ve retested sugared roll bees with alcohol 
wash and proven the alcohol test’s better 
accuracy many times.  Many new beekeepers are 
hesitant to test, but hive survival and not 
overtreating bees is vital to hive health and the 
beekeeper’s success.   
 
Once your mite treatment threshold is met you 
have numerous natural or chemical (mild to harsh) 
treatment choices.  Because mites become 

immune or adapt to treatments it’s very 
important rotate treatments and follow the 
treatment instructions (amount, frequency, 
time, temperature and removing honey 

supers).  There is a lot of ongoing research being 
conducted in this area on mechanical controls, 
beekeeping processes, or safer chemicals; so 
staying informed is very important.   
 
There are many other bee and hive pests, 
sometime in the future I’ll cover Hive Moths and 
Small Hive Beetles which are a common pest in 
Florida. 
            
As always--Be a Bee-keeper not a Bee-Haver.  Next 
month I’ll discuss when to add or remove brood or 
super (honey) boxes, why and when you should 
start, stop, or change syrup sugar levels (1:1 and 
1:2).     
Caption for below picture.  Varroa destructor mite 
infestation can weaken and destroy a hive in a 
short period of time.  Female adult mites enter a 
cell containing a bee larva lays one male egg and 
several female eggs.  The mites hatch, mate and 
feed off the bee larva.  When the juvenile bee 
leaves the cell, the mites spread to other bees. 
This mite parasite lives off the bee fat-bodies and 
spreads diseases like Deformed Wing Disease, 
Nosema (bee dysentery), Colony Collapse 
Disorder, etc.  This would be like us being 
continuously exposed to mosquitos or other 
disease vectors.       
 

Caption for 
below picture.  
Varroa 
destructor mites on a 
honeybee, to put size into 
perspective, this would be 
like us having a kitten size 
parasite (s) attached.  Most 

mites are under the bee, if you see mites on bees like 
the depicted picture, the hive is probably already 
doomed.  Testing for mites is vital and you should 
always be aware of your mite load. ** 
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APOLLO BEACH GARDEN CLUB  
Meeting minutes of January 18,2022 
ATTENDANCE: 
Paula Olesen, Tammy Kennedy, Sam Goodwin, Joanne 
Armstrong, Raleigh Barnes, Annie Jimenez, Ev & Janie 
Barnes, Jill Conson, Aimee & Ken Thompson, Judy 
Siemonsma, Karen Fredricks, Bill Connolly, Terry 
Shaffer, Jeanette Doyle, Ling Darwin 
Meeting called to ORDER by Paula Olesen at 7 PM. 
Thankyou card was passed around for a lifetime 
member and orchid grower, Vince Giunta, who 
graciously donated his abundance of orchid plants. 
Treasurer’s Report: Ev Barnes passed his budget report 
for all to review. Tammy Kennedy made a motion to 
accept Treasurer Report, Sam Goodwin second, motion 
passed. 
Newsletter: Jeanette Doyle asked items be sent to her 
by the First of the month for the newsletter to be 
published on time.  Can send recipes, 
pictures, plant information, any events 
but try to condense information.  
Programs: Jill Conson reported Sam 
Goodwin will present “Bees” in February, March 
speaker from the extension services to discuss 

preserving & canning.  The possibility of field trips was 
mentioned as an alternative to the evening meetings. 
Jeanette Doyle would like to have the 4H Club to 
participate in some activities or volunteering. Annie 
Jiménez suggested a Question-and-Answer meeting or 
session for how things work in the garden and answer 
questions from the Club for April.     
Web Design:  Aimee Thompson with assistance from 
her husband has been working on the Web page. Plans 
to incorporate membership applications onto the web. 
Community Forest Garden: Tammy Kennedy reported 
we are getting ready for Saturday March 5,2022 Plant 
Sale raffle items are needed. Newspaper ads & article 
will be sent to The Observer. Annie Jiménez agreed to 
do the flyer for the Plant Sale.   
Shade structure with multiple options was discussed 
and a small committee of Tammy Kennedy, Paula 
Olesen, Annie Jimenez & Raleigh Barnes will continue 
to look at the best sail option & placement of the poles 
before we meet with the Greg Brown of the HCPRD. 
Creative Loafing was mentioned.  The County is ready 
now to proceed.  Jeanette Doyle made the motion and 
Jill Conson second to continue with the building of the 
poles with shade cloth structure.  Motion passed 

unanimously. 
We received a donation of a rowboat and it will be 
converted to a Children's Garden with donations of soil 
from Friends of the Park. This will be an educational 
piece in the Garden for the summer camp and Tiny 
Tots. Angela along with parents will have a staff person 
and we will provide the seeds for the row boat.  Annie 
mentioned an informational handout presented to 
parents and staff along with Darlene how to comply 
with the dynamics of the Garden.   
We have a newly built oversized Adirondack chair built 
by Garden members Mark and Anthony.    
Annie Jimenez expressed comments from potential 
visitors to the garden that the gate is kept locked.  
Discussion was had on the pros & cons of the Garden 
being locked.  Members can be contacted to open the 
Garden and available times are noted on the marquee.  
Paula Olesen mentioned she had not visited a 
community garden where the gate was not locked. 
Suggestion of Tuesday and Saturday tours to the public 
with posting times of Tours on our sign. Additional tour 
requests can be sent to our email address listed on the 
marquee.  
Bee signage was discussed and deemed appropriate.  
Suggestion to move the oversized chair to another 

area in the Forest.  
Meeting adjourned at 8PM. 
Raleigh Barnes was introduced for a great presentation 
of:   
How it all got started: The Apollo Beach Garden Club 
and Community Forest Garden. 
A wonderfully done slide presentation of our beginning 
to now.   
 
Submitted by:  

Joanne Armstrong, Secretary 
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Passion Fruit  

     Article submitted by Raleigh Barnes 
 

The taste of the tropics is a common theme and 
slogan that has been sold to the masses for 
generations but what really is the flavor of the 
tropics? Various tropical fruits and foods like 
different entrée staples, chips, candies and even 
petroleum-based products have all claimed to be 
the flavor of the tropics, but I feel there is only 
one embodiment of the tropics that fits the 
plethora of niches. The champion of this 
category has to be passionfruit. Within this large 
family of fruiting plants, we have to recognize 
the diversity of the beautiful family, 
Passifloraceae. Not only does this family consist 
of many vines but there are also a few fruiting 
herbs, shrubs, trees and even a few annuals.  

 
     The common passion fruit has been used for 

decades and has a place in many cultures around 
the world. It seems to have a direct impact on 
both societal and religious beliefs especially 
those of Christian descent. During the Middle 
Ages as the new world was being discovered 
these plants were adored and admired by many 
Europeans within the American continent. The 
genus Passiflora was thought to embody the life, 
death, suffering and passion of Christ. Many 
passionfruit enthusiasts may not realize their 
localized fruit gets the name passion from the 
passion of Christ. There are more than seven 
specific portions of the flower that have direct 
symbolic resonance with the Passion of the 
Christ.  

 
     Although the North American Continent does 
not have so many native Passiflora, we do have 
one that has taken the show in terms of both 
beauty, medical importance and its range stretches 
as far as the northern Mississippi River Valley. 
Passiflora incarnata is one of the most important 
Passiflora genera within North America. It used as 
both a natural sleep aid for its medicinal qualities, 
eaten fresh for humans and wildlife alike and is a 
host plant for the Heliconius butterflies. Apart from 
this perennial Passiflora within the North American 
continent there are seven native vines that exist in 

central to south Florida. Many of these vines are 
quite rare and inhabit extreme south Florida within 
hammocks but Florida holds a unique spot and 
place for these predominantly tropical plants.  

 
     Aside from the rarer Passiflora in Florida the 
most commonly cultivated passionfruit, Passiflora 
edulis appears to naturalize along fresh water ways 
and within forest in central to south Florida. I have 
documented such phenomena within many areas in 
Hillsborough, Manatee, Citrus, Hardee, Desoto, and 
Sarasota counties. They are predominantly the 
hardier yellow types but nonetheless these vines 
are quite hardy, cold tolerant and the fruit is 
enjoyable. Whether or not they have escaped form 
cultivation, been dispersed by animals or randomly 
plated, they appear to be naturalizing here.  

 
If you look a bit 
closer, you’ll see 
yellow oblong egg 
shaped and larger 
yellow ornaments 
hanging from the 
trees. Literally. 
Many large 
passionfruit are 

hanging in the cypress, oaks, camphor’s, sabal 
palmettos, and pretty much anything else this vine 
can reach. In disturbed wild areas, preserves or 
next to densely packed HOA-style houses usually 
host a variety of issues with invasive or exotic new 
species. One area in particular has always given me 
interest. It’s a pretty neat piece of property where 
we have observed multiple generations of a sweet 
yellow passion fruit that I believe is here to stay. ** 

 
 

 Need ABG members to volunteer  
          to help maintain the community 

garden!!                               
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APOLLO BEACH GARDEN CLUB 

 

     Garden goals  

          Reported by Tammy Kennedy  

 

        Feb/ March 

• Continue weeding in garden and outside 
fence line 

• Weed eat along parking lot outside the logs 
• Mulch parking lot outside fence between logs 

and fence 
• Mulch around canoe and ADA beds 

• Plant ground cover crops under trees in 
forest 

     Long range goals: 

• Build 3 bay compost station geo-bins 
around community forest  

• Canoe project with ongoing 
instructions 

• Pavilion project ongoing discussion with 
county 

• Mulch around canoe and ADA beds  ** 

    Please give ideas and topics to Jeanette or Jill 
                   
 
                               

          ABGC Calendar of Events: 
            Next meeting:   February 22nd:  Our 

speaker is Sam Goodwin, a retired Army 
Command Sergeant Major, Defense Contractor 
for the National Reconnaissance Center, 
and is now a licensed local 
beekeeper.   He is an educator in the 
classroom but prefers to focus on hands-
on training covering the care, art, and 
science of beekeeping and the importance of 
bees as a pollinator.  He frequently volunteers 
for hive and bee equipment “show and tell” 
sessions for scouts, homeschoolers or similar 
groups, or provides full bee-suit hive tours for 
the curious or perspective beekeeper.  He 
sales honey, comb honey and occasionally his 
excess bees.   He will share his story of how he 
became interested in beekeeping, how you 
can support our vital bees or how beekeeping 
could become your backyard hobby.  Sam 
currently maintains 25 hives located at the 
Circle Pond Tiny Home Community in Ruskin, 
Apollo Beach Community Forest Garden, and 
Neem Tree Farm in Brandon.  

 

Bring a list of plants you plan to donate to the 
March Plant Sale. 

 

    

 
 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gardening in 
all kinds of                   
weather!   
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  Club Dues for 2021-2022 are due:   
We welcome you all back and hope to  
add a few new members.  Plans are in the  
making for a fun filled year of gardening,  

learning, making new friends and enjoying a 
few field trips along the way.  Please let  
us know your suggestions for activities of  
your interests.    
        
Club Dues $15 and FFGC $12.    
We recommend you join both organizations.                                           
The FFGC has quarterly magazine you will  
receive and our ABGC benefits by you joining.   
The total for both is $27.  Check made out to 
the Apollo Beach Garden Club & mailed to  
PO Box 3294, Apollo Beach, FL 33572.   
Or, you may pay at our next membership  
meeting. 
                                                                                                                                                
The Community Forest Garden raised 
beds are available to any South Shore 
resident to lease for the year.  You are 
required to come spend 1-2 hours in 
the garden with our co-oordinators to 
learn the expectation of being a lease, 
before your lease form is accepted. 
Payment: You may deliver in person or 
mailed to Apollo Beach Garden Club, 
PO Box 3294, Apollo Beach, FL 33572.  
 
Lease fee is $75.00.  But if you are a 
paid member of the Apollo Beach 
Garden Club for 2021-2022, the lease 
fee is only $37.50.   
Questions - please contact Paula   
813 512-1389 
apollobeachgardenclub@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

Community Calendar 

mailto:apollobeachgardenclub@gmail.com
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St. Petersburg Historic Deuces Corridor, at  
9th Ave. & 22nd St. South. The Festival will be held at the 
Dr. Carter G. Woodson African American Museum, and on 
the surrounding streets Saturday, February 19 in St. 

Petersburg 

STAY TUNED IN - WE GOT BIG PLANS FOR 2022  

The 2022 Publix Tampa Bay Collard Fest is coming to you this year 

with virtual experiences, in-person events, and giveaways from our community sponsors. Stay 

tuned for our special guest, festival agenda, Collard Cook Off, High School Collard Green Recipe 

Contest hosted by ACF of Tampa Bay and more.  

The huge block party fills the streets around the Woodson Museum with activities including a 

collard green cook-off, live music, market, games and more. 

The incredible event supporting health and food equity in the Sunshine City was co-founded by 

Boyzell Hosey and Samantha Harris.  “To inspire healthier communities through urban agriculture, 

culinary experience, nutritional education, fitness, and family fun” 

 

 
 

http://www.woodsonmuseum.org/
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The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Ringling College (OLLI@ringling.edu) is 
presenting a special one-day event Celebrating Florida’s Wild Wonders in Sarasota on 
March 11, 2022.Fall under the spell of Florida’s natural environment 

  In this captivating collection, Florida’s most notable authors, poets, and environmentalists take readers 

on a journey through the natural wonders of the state. 

Continuing in the legacy of the beloved classic The 

Wild Heart of Florida, this book features thirty-four 

pieces by a new slate of well-known and emerging 

writers. 

In these pages, New York Times bestselling author 

Lauren Groff describes the beauty of Paynes Prairie 

Preserve State Park. Environmental writer Cynthia 

Barnett listens to seashells on Sanibel Island. 

Legendary journalist Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

records the sights and sounds of the Everglades in the 

1920s. Miccosukee elder Buffalo Tiger relates 

traditional stories of his community’s deep 

relationship with the land. Presidential inaugural poet 

Richard Blanco muses on the shifting vista of the 

ocean in “Some Days the Sea.” 

These writers and many others recount memories of 

how their lives have been enriched by the state’s 

varied and brilliant landscapes. Some tell of 

encounters with alligators, pythons, manatees, turtles, 

and otters, while others marvel at the unique character 

of flowing springs and piney scrub. Together, they 

highlight the need to protect pristine ecosystems and 

restore ones that have been damaged due to 

development. The Wilder Heart of Florida will inspire readers to explore and celebrate the Florida 

wilderness. 

 

 

https://joegardener.com/seed-basics-webinar-fba  

Seed Basics & Beyond: 9 Things to Know Before You Start 

Plants from Seed 
Paula’s recommendation.  

 
  
 
 

 
 

 

https://joegardener.com/seed-basics-webinar-fba
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Suncoast Youth Conservation Center, 6650 Dickman Rd, Apollo Beach, FL 33572 

 

Guindon, Kathryn <Kathryn.Guindon@myfwc.com   
Now hiring!  Attached are position descriptions for camp counselors, Education Specialist-FYCCN, and 
Education Specialist-DMFM. 

SYCC OPS 

FT_Educator FINAL_January2022_DMFM.pdf , 

SYCC OPS 

FT_Educator FINAL_JAN2022.pdf, 

Camp Counselor Ad 

2022.pdf  
ONLINE summer day camp 2022 registration for the Suncoast Youth Conservation Center goes live  
on FEB 1st at 8AM.  The registration link will be on the website and will only go live that morning at 
8AM.  http://fyccn.org/SYCC_Summer_Camp   
 

  
 
 

 

mailto:Kathryn.Guindon@myfwc.com
http://fyccn.org/SYCC_Summer_Camp
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 Member’s photos  

Gardens are flourishing,  

stop visit by and it. 

 

 

 

 

                                                         

                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

Bald Eagle Watch 
Cell Phone Tower - Chris 
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A new banana bunch, oh yum!  Raleigh cutting into 'hands'. 

Tammy gathered a hand to enjoy.  Love the bounty of our Community Forest Garden!
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          Object and Mission of the Apollo Beach Garden Club, Inc.: 

The Object of the corporation is to enrich outdoor garden experiences through 

education programs, public awareness, experts and a community garden. 

 
The Mission is for residents of Apollo Beach and the South Shore community to 
learn how to grow various endemic, epiphytic, edible and Florida-friendly plants. 

In addition to understanding the significance  
of local environmental issues and regenerative efforts. 
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Ap   Apollo Beach Club Elected Officers 2021-2022: 
      President:  Paula Olesen – apollobeachgardenclub@gmail.com 

                                                        or 813 512-1389 

      Directors: Jill Conson jconson@verizon.net   

                         & Bill Connelly bconnol2@verizon.net  

      Secretary: Joanne Armstrong joanne71oceanblvd@hotmail.com  

      Treasurer: Ev Barnes   

       Board:   Webmaster: Aimee Thompson Thomas_anderson@verizon.net  

      Club/Community Garden Facebook Administrator:  

                                                  Christine Deno cdeno58@gmail.com  

      Newsletter Editor: Jeanette Doyle apollobeach5@gmail.com  

      Co-Coordinator, Community Forest Garden: Tammy Kennedy   

      tammy.kennedy2@gmail.com & Mark DeFazio okramu@yahoo.com     

      Bee Keeper: Sam Goodwin Bees4Sam@gmail.com  
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mailto:joanne71oceanblvd@hotmail.com
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mailto:cdeno58@gmail.com
mailto:apollobeach5@gmail.com
mailto:tammy.kennedy2@gmail.com
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mailto:Bees4Sam@gmail.com

